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Abstract—Data stream compression attracts much attention
recently due to the rise of IoT applications. Thanks to
the balanced computational power and energy consumption,
asymmetric multicores are widely used in IoT devices. This
paper introduces CStream, a novel framework for parallelizing
stream compression on asymmetric multicores to minimize energy
consumption without violating the user-specified compressing
latency constraint. Existing works cannot effectively utilize
asymmetric multicores for stream compression, primarily due
to the non-trivial asymmetric computation and asymmetric
communication effects. To this end, CStream is developed with the
following two novel designs: 1) fine-grained decomposition, which
decomposes a stream compression procedure into multiple fine-
grained tasks to better expose the task-core affinities under the
asymmetric computation effects; and 2) asymmetry-aware task
scheduling, which schedules the decomposed tasks based on a
novel cost model to exploit the exposed task-core affinities while
considering asymmetric communication effects. To validate our
proposal, we evaluate CStream with five competing mechanisms
of parallelizing stream compression algorithms on a recent
asymmetric multicore processor. Our extensive experiments
based on a benchmark consisting of three algorithms and four
datasets show that CStream outperforms alternative approaches
by up to 53% lower energy consumption without compressing
latency constraint violation.

Index Terms—Stream compression, Edge Computing and IoT,
Asymmetric Hardware

I. INTRODUCTION

Data stream compression, i.e., continuously compressing
data attracts much attention recently [1], [2], [3], [4], [5],
[6], [7], due to the rise of IoT applications [8], [9]. Figure 1
demonstrates a smart city use case [10], [11], [12] where
stream compression is a highly attractive technique. In
this application, real-time data streams (e.g., air qualities,
wind speeds) from sensors are continuously gathered by
the memory-limited, battery-powered patrol drones (i.e., IoT
devices). The drone may continuously compress gathered data
streams before uploading to the cloud center to reduce data
transmission overhead. However, adopting compression does
not guarantee “plug-and-play” performance benefits due to
the additional compressing latency and hardware resource
constraints such as the battery capacity of IoT devices.

According to a 2018 survey [13], modern ARM machines
with asymmetric multicores are typical choices for IoT
devices [13]. The key to asymmetric multicores is to couple
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Fig. 1: Real-time data gathering and stream compression at
the patrol drone.

relatively energy-saving and slower cores (i.e., ‘little cores’)
and relatively more powerful and power-hungry cores (i.e.,
‘big cores’) under the same Instruction Set Architecture (ISA).
For instance, an ARM rk3399 processor can be composed with
both the in-order A53 ‘little cores’ [14] and the out-of-order
A72 [15] ‘big cores’. Such a novel asymmetric architecture
balances computational power and energy consumption but
brings non-trivial asymmetric computation and asymmetric
communication effects. The asymmetric computation effect
stands for that the computational power of ‘big cores’
is greater than that of ‘little cores’, and the asymmetric
communication effect stands for that the communication
latency from ‘big cores’ to ‘little cores’ is larger than the
reverse direction.

In this paper, we propose CStream, a novel framework
of parallelizing stream compression for IoT applications.
Different from file compression or database compression
where all data to be compressed are readily presented,
stream compression is an incremental procedure of handling
continuously arriving data streams. Specifically, a data stream
is a list of tuples chronologically arriving at the system, and
each tuple needs to be compressed with low latency. When
stream compression is conducted in IoT devices, such as in the
example in Figure 1, energy consumption is another important
factor to be considered. Based on asymmetric multicores,
CStream parallelizes a stream compression algorithm to
compress data streams, such that it minimizes energy
consumption while satisfying a user-specified compressing
latency constraint.



Our work is linked to the literature on both parallel data
compression algorithms [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22],
[23] and workload scheduling on asymmetric multicores [24],
[25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33]. They provide
highly valuable techniques and mechanisms, but none of them
is able to answer the question of “how to achieve energy
efficient and low latency stream compression on asymmetric
multicores”. Compared to existing works, the superiority of
CStream is achieved from two novel designs: fine-grained
decomposition and asymmetry-aware task scheduling.

First, CStream decomposes the entire stream compression
procedure (i.e., running of a stream compression algorithm
on a batch of data stream, Definition 1) into fine-grained
tasks with different operational intensity (i.e., instructions per
memory access) [34], [24], [35], [36]. Tasks with higher (resp.
lower) operational intensity prefer ‘big cores’ (resp. ‘little
cores’). Such an approach better exposes task-core affinity
and offers opportunities for better utilization of asymmetric
multicores compared to existing mechanisms [35], [33], [32].

Second, CStream schedules the decomposed fine-grained
tasks on asymmetric multicores according to their exposed
task-core affinity. The involved asymmetric communication
overheads require one to carefully align the communication
pattern among tasks. To this end, we propose a novel cost
model to guide the scheduling by considering both task-core
affinity and asymmetric communication effects. Specifically,
our model accurately predicts both the energy consumption
and compressing latency of each decomposed task given a
scheduling plan (Definition 2). Based on the model, CStream
searches for the optimal scheduling plan by enumerating all
possible plans with dynamic programming.

For a comprehensive comparison, we have implemented
and evaluated the parallelization of three representative stream
compression algorithms in CStream based on a recent ARM
processor rk3399 with asymmetric multicores. The evaluation
based on both real-world and synthetic datasets confirm
the superiority of CStream. In particular, it outperforms
the alternative mechanisms [35], [37] by up to 53% more
energy consumption reduction without violating the strict
compressing latency constraints of 11 ∼ 26 microseconds for
compressing each byte of data stream under varying workload
characteristics. In summary, this paper makes the following
contributions.
• We develop CStream, a novel framework for parallelizing

various stream compression algorithms on asymmetric
multicores to minimize energy consumption while ensuring
the compressing latency is within a user-defined constraint.
All of our code, data, and scripts can be found at https:
//github.com/intellistream/CStream. The design overview
of CStream is presented in Section III.

• We propose a fine-grained decomposition mechanism
(Section IV) to decompose a stream compression
procedure into fine-grained tasks based on the compression
behavior (i.e., varying operational intensity) of a stream
compression algorithm. This allows CStream to better
expose task-core affinities on asymmetric multicores.

TABLE I: Summary of terminologies
Type Notation Description

Workload
Specifications

B The size of batch of data stream to compress
Lset User specified compressing latency constraint

Device
Specifications

& Roofline
Model

j A specific AMP core

Cj
Maximum executable instructions within
unit time of core j

Lcomm
j′,j

Worst unit communication latency from
core j′ to j

Model
Outputs

Lest Estimated compressing latency
Eest Estimated total energy consumption

Cost
Model
Terms

ti
Task i decomposed from a stream
compression job

p A possible scheduling plan
popt The optimal scheduling plan
ii Input data size of ti
ei Energy consumption of ti
li Compressing latency of ti
lcomp
i Computation latency of ti
lcomm
i Communication latency of ti
ηi Instructions per unit time of ti
ζi Instructions per unit energy of ti

κi
Instructions per unit memory access (i.e.,
operational intensity) of ti

• We propose an asymmetry-aware task scheduling
mechanism (Section V), which schedules the decomposed
tasks on asymmetric multicores based on a novel cost
model to exploit the exposed task-core affinities while
taking asymmetry communication effects into account.

• To the best of our knowledge, this work is also the
first comprehensive study to compare various competing
mechanisms to parallelize stream compression algorithms
on asymmetric multicores using both real-world and
synthetic datasets (Section VI and Section VII).

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we give a preliminary background of stream
compression for IoT applications, followed by reviewing
the asymmetric multicore architecture. We summarize the
terminologies used in our work in Table I.

A. Data Stream Compression for IoT

A data stream is a list of tuples chronologically arriving at
the system. Each tuple represents an event including timestamp
and payloads. Data stream compression is an incremental
procedure to compress continuously arriving data streams with
low latency. It can be conducted solely based on the current
tuple (i.e., that arrives most recently) or additionally based
on the past tuples (i.e., those arrive earlier than the current
tuple). We classify the former as stateless stream compression,
which ignores the past tuples, and the latter as stateful stream
compression, which utilizes a state (e,g., a dictionary [38]) to
keep the information of past tuples.

Our work aims to provide framework-level support to
optimize stream compression (including stateless and stateful)
for IoT applications [9]. In particular, CStream parallelizes
each stream compression procedure on asymmetric multicores,
defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Stream Compression Procedure). A stream
compression procedure is the process of executing a stream

https://github.com/intellistream/CStream
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compression algorithm (stateless or stateful) on a batch of data
streams, where the batch size (B) is tunable. In this work, we
assume B is pre-determined by applications. To simplify the
presentation, we use a pair of Algorithm-Dataset to describe
a stream compression procedure in the following.

Note that, the compressibility of a specific compression
algorithm is not a concern of this work. Instead, we focus
on the following two strict design requirements for adopting
stream compression for IoT applications.
Design Requirements of Stream Compression for IoT:

• (R1) Low Latency Stream Compression: Data streams
generated from the IoT applications are often real-time
constrained, requiring a low latency compressing to meet
the quality-of-service (QoS) goal [39], [35].

• (R2) Low Energy Consumption: Stream compression
for IoT needs to achieve low energy consumption as the
available energy budget for IoT devices is often quite
limited compared with that in a data center [8]. For
instance, the devices may be solar or battery-powered
and far away from a constant power source.

B. Asymmetric Multicore Architecture

The asymmetric multicore architecture is designed to
balance computational power and energy consumption [40],
[41], [34], and is increasingly deployed for IoT devices [9],
especially due to the worldwide rising concern for energy
consumption and carbon emissions [42], [43], [44]. Figure 2
depicts a recent 6-core rk3399 processor [45], which couples
different types of cores (A53 and A72) on the same chip. Such
architecture is also often called “big-Little” architecture.

Compared to conventional symmetric multicores,
asymmetric multicores involve two non-trivial asymmetry
effects: 1) Asymmetric Computation Effect. As shown in
Figure 2, four A53 cores (i.e., Core0 ∼ Core3) and two
A72 cores (i.e., Core4 ∼ Core5) are coupled in one chip.
Although they share the same ISA (i.e., ARM V8), the A53
cores (‘little cores’) are in-order, relatively battery-saving and
slower. In contrast, the A72 cores (‘big cores’) are out-of-
order, power-hungry and more powerful; and 2) Asymmetric
Communication Effect. A53 cores and A72 cores are placed
in different clusters (Cluster0 ∼ Cluster1) resulting in
different types of cross-core communication patterns [46],
[47], i.e., inter-cluster and intra-cluster communication.
The inter-cluster communication needs to go through a
slow CCI500 interconnection channel, while intra-cluster
communication involves L2 cache only.

III. MOTIVATION AND DESIGN OVERVIEW

In this section, we present the motivation for the design of
our proposed framework – CStream for stream compression on
asymmetric multicores, followed by its design overview. The
detailed implementation of task decomposition and scheduling
with a cost model are presented in Sections IV and V,
respectively.
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Fig. 2: The 6-core rk3399 processor.
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Fig. 3: The four-segment roofline model of asymmetric
multicores rk3399. Dashed lines denote the κ of different
stream compression steps.

A. Motivations

Parallelizing stream compression on asymmetric multicores
can potentially satisfy the aforementioned two design
requirements of adopting stream compression for IoT
applications. However, the involved asymmetry effects require
a careful system design. A poor design can incur both
severe compressing latency constraint violation and energy
dissipation. It is a particular challenge to support varying
stream compression algorithms (e.g., stateless and stateful
compression), varying datasets, and varying compressing
latency constraints. Our design of CStream is motivated by
the following observations.

Observation 1: there are varying task-core affinities in
different parts of a stream compression procedure. The roofline
model [48], [49] reveals that the instructions per unit time
(η) or energy (ζ) on hardware grows with the operational
intensity (i.e., instructions per memory access, denoted as κ)
of software, before reaching a maximum value (i.e., the so-
called “roof”). By taking the tcomp32 algorithm [50] as an
example, we show the roofline model of a ‘big core’ and a
‘little core’ on the rk3399 asymmetric multicores. The roofline
profiling is done by adopting a benchmark by Lo et al. [51]. A
stream compression procedure is generally composed of three
steps (read, encode, and write) with different κ. We mark
the κ of each stream compression step as dashed vertical lines
in Figure 3. There are two key takeaways. First, the roofline
model on asymmetric multicores is more complex than the



TABLE II: Bandwidth and latency of cross-core
communication in rk3399

Path Bandwidth Latency
intra-cluster c0 2.7 GB/s 70.4 ns
inter-cluster c1 0.7 GB/s 142.4 ns
inter-cluster c2 0.4 GB/s 420.8 ns

original and common assumption of “linear growth” [48].
Specifically, there are four distinct segments marked as {1} ∼
{4} for the rooflines on ‘big core’ and ‘little core’, separated
by the dotted vertical line. Each segment involves different
levels of κ, putting different pressure on the L1 and L2 cache
and thus leads to different κ− η relationships. In particular, η
even decreases with increasing κ from 30 to 70 (i.e., the {2}
segment) on ‘little core’. We observe that this is primarily
due to the increasing L1-I cache misses. As the ‘little core’
is an in-order processor, it stalls until instructions become
available, severely affecting its performance. Second, we can
see that when κ is larger than 25, it is more and more cost-
effective (i.e., leads to more performance gain) to run tasks on
‘big cores’. Consequently, different steps of the same stream
compression procedure should be scheduled independently as
they may be better scheduled to different cores due to their
different κ as shown in the figure.

Observation 2: there are large differences in communication
costs among asymmetric cores. To exploit task-core affinities,
decomposed tasks may be scheduled to different cores.
Therefore, different core communication paths (i.e., c0, c1,
and c2 in Figure 2) may be involved. They have large
differences in terms of bandwidth and latency as illustrated
in Table II, measured by the STREAM benchmark [52].
The intra-cluster communication has much higher bandwidth
and lower latency than inter-cluster communication, due to
the slower CCI500 interconnection. More interestingly, inter-
cluster communications of different directions (i.e., c1 and
c2) are not involving the same cost. This is because of
the additional synchronization and hand-shaking cycles [53]
when sending data from little cores to big cores. Those
asymmetric communication effects make the exploiting of
task-core affinities a non-trivial quest.

In summary, these observations challenge existing
schemes for parallelizing stream compression on asymmetric
multicores: First, existing mechanisms [35], [33], [32]
consider the coarse-grained scheduling and do not expose
the fine-grained task-core affinities in the workload. Second,
previous studies on utilizing asymmetric multicores [47], [46]
surprisingly overlook the different costs of c1 and c2, which
is important to consider when scheduling decomposed tasks
from a stream compression procedure that involves heavy
inter-task communications.

B. Design Overview of CStream

Figure 4 depicts the overall workflow of CStream. First,
CStream applies fine-grained decomposition of a stream
compression procedure driven by the operational intensities
of compression steps (e.g., read, encode, and write) to

better expose task-core affinities. The decomposition results in
several tasks, which can run independently and communicate
with each other via message passing. For instance, one
task may just conduct the encode step and emit the results
to downstream tasks. To increase concurrency, a task may
be further replicated to multiple replicas (e.g., t0 and t1)
handling subsets of data streams. Second, the decomposed
tasks are scheduled to asymmetric multicores to minimize total
energy consumption (E) without violation of user-specified
compressing latency constraint (Lset), guided by a novel cost
model. The cost model estimates both energy consumption
(ei) and compressing latency (li) of each task: 1) the ei is
estimated by the operational intensity (κi) of each task, and
2) the li is the summation of computation latency (lcomp

i ) and
communication latency (lcomm

i ) of each task ti. In particular,
lcomm
i varies depending on where the task and its upstream

tasks are scheduled. For instance, in the example scheduling
plan shown in Figure 4, t2 needs to fetch data from t0 and t1
via the slow CCI500 interconnection channel.

IV. FINE-GRAINED DECOMPOSITION

In this section, we discuss the fine-grained decomposition
of a stream compression procedure in detail.

A. Stream Compression Procedure Templates

We generally classify existing stream compression
algorithms into stateless and stateful categories depending
on whether they utilize states. CStream supports the
parallelization of both stateless and stateful algorithms on
asymmetric multicores. In the following, we illustrate the code
template of both types of stream compression algorithms.
We leave the detailed steps of concrete algorithms used as
examples in this work in a technical report [54].

Stateless Stream Compression. Algorithm 1 depicts the
high-level idea of how stateless stream compression (e.g.,
tcomp32 algorithm [50]) works. It involves three steps for
every batch of data streams: s0, s1, and s2. First, it reads
a batch of tuples in step s0 before compressing. This step
is mostly about memory copy, so it has low operational
intensity. Second, it encodes each tuple in s1 by finding its
compressible parts. This step typically involves arithmetic and
logical operations in searching compressibility and therefore
leads to higher operational intensity than s0. Third, it writes
the compressed data to the output stream in s2 according to
what s1 has encoded. This step involves both integer/float
operation and memory access, and typically has a middle level
of operational intensity compared with s0 and s1.

Stateful Stream Compression. Algorithm 2 depicts the
high-level idea of how a stateful stream compression algorithm
works (e.g., lz4 algorithm [55]). It involves five steps as s0
∼ s4. The read (i.e., s0) and write (i.e., s4) steps are the
same as those in a stateless compression algorithm. In contrast,
the encode step is now based on state, and can be further
partitioned into three steps: s1 ∼ s3. First, it preprocesses
some values before accessing the state (such as an index of a
dictionary [55]) in s1. Second, it updates the state in-cache (or
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Algorithm 1: Stateless stream compression
Input: input stream inData
Output: output stream outData

1 while inData is not stopped do
2 (s0) read the tuples from inData ;
3 (s1) encode by finding the compressible parts;
4 (s2) write compressed data to outData ;
5 end

Algorithm 2: Stateful stream compression
Input: input stream inData
Output: output stream outData

1 while inData is not stopped do
2 (s0) read the tuples from inData ;
3 (s1) preprocess ;
4 (s2) state update ;
5 (s3) state-based encoding;
6 (s4) write compressed data to outData ;
7 end

in-memory) in s2 with 1) the current tuple and 2) s1-produced
value. Third, it finally achieves encoding by state reference in
s3. Due to the state write or read, s2 and s3 lead to lower
operational intensity than s1.

B. Parallelizing Stream Compression Procedures

CStream explores both pipelining and data parallelism for
parallelizing a stream compression procedure as follows.

Exploring Pipelining Parallelism. First, CStream achieves
pipelining parallelism by executing the aforementioned stream
compression steps (Section IV-A) in a pipeline fashion.
Specifically, each step in Algorithsm 1 and 2 can run
concurrently as an independent task. In this way, their varying
operational intensity is exposed for further exploitation. When
communication latency (lcomm

i ) of a task ti is greater than
the computation latency (lcomp

i ) of this task or that (lcomp
i′ ) of

its upstream task (t′i), we fuse the tasks ti and ti′ to reduce
communication overheads. For example, read (s0) and encode
(s1) are fused, while write (s2) runs separately as shown in
Figure 4.

Exploring Data Parallelism. Second, when compressing
latency constraints Lset is unable to meet through pipelining
solely, we can replicate tasks to further explore data

parallelism. We follow topologically sorted iterative scaling
optimization [56] to replicate the bottleneck task. For each
iteration, the bottleneck task ti with the highest compressing
latency li is replicated. Task replication iteration ends when
compressing latency constraints can be met or hardware
resources are saturated. We discuss the estimation of li to
identify bottleneck tasks under varying scheduling plans in
the next section.

The replication of all steps of both types of algorithms
is straightforward, except s2 of Algorithm 2, as it requires
the manipulation of states. We let each thread maintain its
own state to avoid concurrent access conflicts during stream
processing [57]. Compared to sharing states with locks, this
approach leads to a slight reduction in compressibility (0.03
lower compression ratio [1], [58]), but significantly lower
(51%) energy consumption and lower (82%) compressing
latency. More details can be found in our report [54].

V. ASYMMETRY-AWARE SCHEDULING

In this section, we introduce how CStream decides the
optimal scheduling plan with the guidance of a novel cost
model. We first give formal definitions of the scheduling
problem, then illustrate the design of the cost model, followed
by the procedures of model-guided task scheduling.

A. Problem Formulation

The goal of our scheduling is to minimize energy
consumption while ensuring the user-specified compressing
latency constraint in parallelizing stream compression on
asymmetric multicores. Specifically, we define a scheduling
plan as follows.

Definition 2 (Scheduling Plan). A scheduling plan is for
mapping each decomposed task ti to a specific core of
asymmetric multicores. Given n tasks decomposed (i.e.,
{t0, .., ti, ..., tn−1}), there is an n-element array p =
{j0, ..., ji, ..., jn−1} to describe a scheduling plan and ji is
the specific core of ti to be mapped.

We look for the optimal scheduling plan popt for a
given stream compression procedure. The problem can be
mathematically formulated as Equation 1∼3.



minimize(Eest =
∑
i

ei) (1)

s.t., ∀ti∀j,
Lset ≥ Lest = max(li) = max(lcomp

i + lcomm
i ), (2)

Cj ≥
∑

ti at core j

ηi (3)

We refer to the energy consumption of each task ti using
the symbol ei, and its compressing latency as li. Minimizing
total energy consumption (Eest =

∑
i ei) in Equation 1

is the major reason for adopting asymmetric multicores in
IoT. As the formulas show, we consider two categories of
constraints that the optimization algorithm needs to make
sure the scheduling plan satisfies. Constraint in Equation 2
enforces that compression latency should never exceed the
user-specified constraint, due to real-time restrictions in stream
analysis [8]. Due to the pipeline execution, the estimated
compressing latency Lest is constrained by the maximum
latency of each task, i.e., Lest = max(li). The li can
be further decomposed into computation latency (lcomp

i )
and communication latency (lcomm

i ) as li = lcomp
i +

lcomm
i . Constraint in Equation 3 enforces that the aggregated

demand of instructions requested to any core (
∑

ti at core j ηi)
must be smaller than its computation capacity (Cj). Task
oversubscription has been studied in previous work [59], and
is not the focus of this paper.

B. Cost Model

Our model estimates the energy consumption (ei),
instructions per unit time and energy (ηi and ζi, respectively),
and compressing latency (li) of each task.

1) Estimation of ei: The estimation of ei is non-trivial
as various properties of data and algorithms are involved.
As shown in Equation 4, we estimate ei as a proportional
relationship to the instructions per unit time (ηi) and the
latency (li), and an inverse proportional relationship to the
instructions per unit energy (ζi).

ei =
ηi × li
ζi

(4)

2) Estimation of ηi and ζi: The instructions of unit time
(ηi) is an intrinsic property of the asymmetric multicores.
According to observations in Section III-A (especially the
Figure 3), we use operational intensity (κi) to estimate
ηi, by refining and formulating the aforementioned roofline
graph [48]. Specifically, we estimate ηi as a four-region
piece-wise linear function to κi, with L1 and L2 cache-
awareness [60] for better modeling on asymmetric multicores,
as shown in Equation 5.

Profiling of κi: Due to the single ISA property of
asymmetric multicores, the operational intensity (κi) of each
task ti is not changing under varying scheduling plans. By
definition, κi is related to the number of instructions and
memory accesses of ti. We feed each task ti with a moderate

size of data (which is large enough to prevent randomness
and also within the memory capacity), and then profile the
total number of instructions with perf [61]. The memory
access is statically analyzed by the specific step of the stream
compression algorithm.

Estimation of ηi: We can estimate ηi by using κi in
Equation 5, and there are four segments as shown previously
in Figure 3. First, when κi is low and does not put significant
pressure on L1D (i.e., within the first boundary κL1), ηi
grows relatively fast with a growth rate aL1 and intercept
bL1. Second, condition κL1 < κi <= κL2 means a higher
κi that increases L1D missing and has significant impacts
on the core. In this case, ηi grows slower with growth rate
aL2 and intercept bL2. Third, with κi increasing into κL2 <
κi <= κroof , the L2 missing has major effects and therefore
changes the aL2 and bL2 into aExceedL2 and bExceedL2,
respectively. Fourth, after κi reaches the last boundary κroof ,
the ηi stays at the maximum value ηmax instead of increasing
with κi. When running on a certain core j, ηmax is equal
to its computational capacity (Cj). The specific value of the
aforementioned parameters varies in ‘big cores‘ and ‘little
cores’ due to asymmetric computation effects, and we can
use piece-wise linear fitting [62], [63] on the list of κ and its
resulting η to acquire them.

ηi =


κi ∗ aL1 + bL1 , κi <= κL1

κi ∗ aL2 + bL2 , κL1 < κi <= κL2

κi ∗ aExceedL2 + bExceedL2 , κL2 < κi <= κroof

ηmax , κi > κroof

(5)

Estimation of ζi: Another intrinsic property of asymmetric
multicores, i.e., instructions of unit energy consumption (ζi)
can also be estimated in a piece-wise linear form like
Equation 5. Typically, the estimation of ζi involves different
parameter values including the boundary of regions (i.e., κL1

and κL2), the growth rate (i.e., a), and the intercept (i.e., b).
3) Estimation of li: The compression latency (li) of a task

ti is the sum of two non-overlapping components lcomm
i and

lcomp
i .

Estimation of lcomp
i : We use lcomp

i to denote the general
computation time spent for executing the task ti. For tasks
that have a constant workload characteristic, it is simply
determined by the input size (i.e., ii), and the mapped core ji.
As a result, Equation 6 depicts the simple linear relationship
used to estimate it, with a system overhead ωji of the mapped
core ji and a growth rate λ that are constant.

lcomp
i = λ× ii + ωji , (6)

lcomp
i (under both big core and little core) can be acquired

by a dry-run profiling. We can also use machine learning
techniques (e.g., logistic regression) to train a prediction model
to predict lcomp

i .
Estimation of lcomm

i : Task ti involves communication delay
lcomm
i to fetch the data from its upstream task tu. lcomm

i is



determined by the fetched data size (i.e., the ii) and the relative
distance to upstream task tu. If a scheduling plan p maps ti
and tu respectively at core ji and ju, lcomm

i can be estimated
by Equation 7.

lcomm
i =

{
0, if ji = j′i
ii×Lcomm

j
i′ ,ji

cache line size + ωji′ ,ji , otherwise

, where ji and ji′ are determined by p. (7)

When task ti is collocated with its upstream ti′ , or ti
is just at the beginning step (i.e., read), the communication
latency lcomm

i is 0. Otherwise, it experiences the cross-core
(ji ̸= ji′ ) communication as discussed in Section III-A.
Formula 7 estimates the communication latency based on the
total size of data to be transferred (ii), cache line size, static
overhead (ωji′ ,ji ) between core ji and ji′ , and the worst unit
communication latency (Lcomm

ji′ ,jj
) between core ji and ji′ . It

is worth noting that Lcomm
ji′ ,jj

̸= Lcomm
ji,jj′

and ωji′ ,jj ̸= ωji,jj′

if core ji and ji′ are located in different clusters, due to the
previous observations from Table II. For each possible ji and
ji′ , their Lcomm

ji′ ,ji
and ωji′ ,ji can be dry-run measured by setting

up a producer thread at ji′ and a consumer thread at ji. Note
that, the accurate estimation of lcomm

i is difficult as the ii
may vary depending on the compressibility. In this work, we
assume that ii does not vary much in a short period of time,
given the same dataset and the same compression algorithm.

C. Model-guided Scheduling

We search popt by enumerating all possible plans with
the cost model. We adopt dynamic programming [64] to
speed up the plan searching as different plans may overlap
for the scheduling of subsets of tasks. For each plan penum
enumerated, we first predict the compressing latency (li) and
instruction per unit time (ηi) on all of its tasks (ti), according
to Equations 5 ∼ 6, and then check whether constraints in
Equations 2 and 3 are met. If so, we continue to predict
energy consumption(ei) of all ti by Equation 4 and get the total
estimated energy consumption Eest of penum; if not, we just
ignore penum and continue the search. The plan with minimal
Eest and meet all constraints is popt.

D. Adaptive to Dynamic Environment

Our model is initially instantiated with a small number
of input data (10 ∼ 100 batches). However, data stream
characteristics, such as data size and entropy, can vary over
time, and CStream needs to be re-optimized in response to
workload changes. To adapt to dynamic scenarios, we adopt
a feedback-based regulation [65] in CStream. Specifically,
we periodically (i.e., every 50 ms) measure the compressing
latency and its predicted value. If the difference is larger
than a threshold, we collect the subsequent batches of data to
calibrate the cost model. We base our model calibration on PID
control [66], [67], [68], which is the most common form of
feedback control. More details can be found in our report [54].
The scheduling is then replanned using the updated model

by gradually migrating the current plan to the optimal one.
The overhead of performing such feedback-based dynamic
regulation is negligible as our cost model involves solving
simple linear equations and rescheduling is incrementally
conducted. However, its response may be lagged when facing
a bursting workload. More sophisticated controllers [69] that
monitor workload statistical information in the datastream
may achieve an even better response to workload changes but
beyond the scope of this work.

VI. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we first introduce the examined competing
mechanisms, followed by benchmark workloads including
both varying compression algorithms and datasets. Then, we
discuss the instrument of targeting performance metrics.

A. Competing Mechanisms

We compare CStream with the following five competing
mechanisms in parallelizing the stream compression
procedures: OS, CS, RR, BO, and LO as follows: 1)
Operating System (OS). The replicated tasks of the whole
stream compression procedure (without decomposition)
are scheduled by the Linux 5.10 kernel at thread level
with the energy-aware-scheduling (EAS) [70] strategy. 2)
Coarse-grained Scheduling (CS). Following prior work
of coarse-grained workload scheduling on asymmetric
multicores [32], we can schedule each replica of the entire
stream compression procedure as a single task with our
asymmetry-aware scheduling scheme. 3) Round Robin
(RR). Under RR, we apply fine-grained decomposition
of CStream, and the decomposed tasks are scheduled in a
round-robin manner, i.e., sequentially mapped to each core.
4) Big-core Only (BO). Under BO, the decomposed tasks
are randomly scheduled to the big cores of rk3399 (core4
to core5), and little cores (core0 to core3) are left idle. 5)
Little-core Only (LO). Under LO, the decomposed tasks
are randomly scheduled to the little cores of rk3399 (core0 to
core3), and big cores (core4 to core5) are left idle.

Under OS and CS, the stream compression procedure is
replicated into multiple tasks in achieving data parallelism
(without decomposition and pipelining parallelism). The tasks
are subsequently scheduled by the Linux kernel under OS,
or with asymmetry-aware scheduling of CStream under CS.
Under RR, BO, and LO, the stream compression procedure
is decomposed in a fine-grained manner as CStream does, but
task scheduling is not asymmetry-aware.

B. Input Workloads

CStream supports varying stream compression algorithms
and datasets. We select a wide range of algorithms and datasets
with distinct characteristics for a comprehensive evaluation.

1) Algorithms: We focus on parallelizing the following
three lightweight stream compression algorithms in our
evaluation. Nevertheless, CStream can be easily extended to
support other stream compression algorithms. 1) tcomp32 cuts
off unused bits of each 32-bit symbol, which is a stateless
stream compression following Algorithm 1’s abstraction. 2)



lz4 [55] is a popular LZ77-based [38] stateful compression
(i.e., Algorithm 2). It uses a hash table as its state to replace
the traditional dictionary of LZ77. 3) tdic32 is a simplified
variable length coding created by combining the two above,
which is also stateful. Specifically, it borrows the hash table
from lz4 and employs a memory I/O pattern similar to
tcomp32 (i.e., byte-unaligned encoding for each 32-bit single
symbol).

2) Datasets: We use three real-world and one carefully
designed synthetic dataset in our evaluation. These datasets
cover varying statistical properties, such as 1) vocabulary
duplications [38], 2) dynamic range of the symbol [58],
[50], and 3) symbol entropy [19]. Since the tcomp32, lz4,
and tdic32 share a 32-bit reading of data, we define data
within 32-bit as a symbol, while more than 32-bit of data
is treated as a vocabulary. The datasets are as follows. 1)
Sensor [71] represents a type of full-text streaming data that
is generated by automated sensors. Its most compressible part
is the symbol entropy, which is packed in an XML format with
only ASCIL code. Furthermore, the XML pattern can result
in partial vocabulary duplication. We let every 16 ASCIL
characters in Sensor form one 128-bit tuple in our evaluation.
2) Rovio [72] continuously monitors the user actions of a
given game to ensure that their services work as expected, and
is packed in (64 − bit key, 64 − bit payload). Its high key
duplication leads to significant vocabulary duplication [73].
3) Stock [74] is a real-world stock exchange dataset packed in
(32− bit key, 32− bit payload) binary format. Unlike Rovio,
its key duplication is much lower. 4) Micro is a synthetic
dataset used to easily evaluate the impact of varying workload
properties. Each tuple in Micro is a 32-bit plain value.

C. Instrument of Performance Metrics
Throughout this study, we focus on two important

performance metrics. The first is compressing latency
constraint violation (CLCV for short). For each test, we
repeat the measurement 100 times, and CLCV refers to
the fraction of measurements violating Lset and the total
measurements. The second is energy consumption, denoted as
Emes. We let Emes refer to the overhead for compressing each
unit of data (i.e., in µJ/byte). The system overhead of each
mechanism, such as profiling and scheduling in CStream are
included in Emes. We have further developed an energy meter
that provides accurate measurement with low overhead. More
details can be found in our report [54].

VII. EVALUATION

We use the Radxa Rockpi 4a [75] for evaluation. This
platform is equipped with an rk3399 asymmetric multicores
processor, and please refer to our technical report [54] for its
detailed specifications. By default, each core runs at its highest
frequency (i.e., 1.8GHz for A72, and 1.416GHz for A53).
To eliminate the impact of network transmission overhead
during input data feeding, the input datasets are first populated
(synthetic dataset) or loaded (real datasets) in memory. We set
the batch size (B) as 932,800 bytes and Lset as 26µs/byte
unless otherwise stated.

A. End-to-End Comparison

In this section, we show the end-to-end comparison between
CStream and five competing mechanisms.

Energy Consumption Comparison. Figure 5 reports the
energy consumption of different mechanisms on handling
different datasets. In general, we can see that CStream
always leads to the least energy consumption. For example,
CStream can save up to 53.23% energy consumption on the
lz4-Stock procedure compared with BO. CStream determines
the core mapping of decomposed stream compression tasks
according to their varying operational intensity. In contrast,
LO and BO underutilized either the big cores or little
cores on asymmetric multicores, while operational-intensity-
unconscious parallelization (i.e., OS), or coarse-grained
parallelization (i.e., CS) fails to explore the suitable task-
core mapping between stream compression procedure and
asymmetric multicores.

Compressing Latency Constraint Violation Comparison.
Figure 6 presents the CLCV of different mechanisms on
handling different datasets. We can see that CStream
can avoid any compressing latency constraint violations for
the evaluated workloads even under such a strict latency
constraint. We find that it is mainly because the statistical
characteristics of datasets in our experiments are relatively
stable over time. We show the evaluation of more dynamic
workloads shortly later. In contrast, LO and RR fail to
preserve the compressing latency constraints due to the low
utilization of high-performance ’big cores’ in conducting high
operational intensity steps (e.g., the s2 in Algorithm 1) of
the stream compression procedure. On the contrary, CS and
BO underutilize ‘little cores’ in conducting low operational
intensity steps (e.g., the s0 in Algorithm 1). In particular, CS
tries to firstly schedule as much as possible to ‘big cores’
before utilizing the ‘little cores’, as the operational intensity
of the whole stream compression procedure is relatively
high (e.g., about 200 for tcomp32-Rovio). OS fails for two
reasons. First, its frequent migration of tasks leads to extra
overhead. Our further investigation reveals that OS scheduler
involves about 60,000 context switches while CStream only
involves about 10 context switches for compressing every
megabyte of input data. Second, OS treats stream compression
tasks as a black box, and it hence leads to a relatively
inaccurate estimating of latency and causes compressing
latency constraint violations.

Dynamic Workloads. The stream properties (e.g., entropy
or dynamic range of symbols) may change on the fly. We
now evaluate the adaptivity of CStream to the dynamic
workload by using the tcomp32-Micro procedure. We set
the dynamic range of symbols to 500 at the beginning, and
increase it to 50000 immediately after the whole fifth batch is
compressed. The energy consumption and compressing latency
constraint violation of CStream with and without feedback-
based regulation (Section V-D) are demonstrated in Figure 7.
Workload changes after the fifth batch and adaptation finishes
at the ninth batch. We observe that the compressing latency
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constraint will be violated after workload change if there is
no feedback-based regulation, as the previous profiling leads
to an inaccurate estimation of compressing latency. With the
feedback-based regulation, CStream is able to adapt to the
changing workload eventually from the ninth batch and switch
to the new optimal scheduling plan, which requires higher
energy consumption to avoid compressing latency violation.
There are some vibrations during the adapting process, such
as high energy consumption at the eighth batch, due to the
continuous calibration process with the PID-based controller
(Section V-D). It is worth noting that the overhead of such an
adapting process is marginal, i.e., 0.9% energy consumption
and 6% processing time of compressing each batch of data.

B. Workload Sensitivity Study

In this section, we show the superiority of CStream under
varying workload characteristics, including procedure settings
and data statistic properties.

1) Procedure Settings: We vary the compressing latency
constraint (Lset) and batch size (B) of tcomp32-Rovio stream
compression procedure as follows.

Varying Compressing Latency Constraint (Lset). We
show the impact of varying compressing latency constraints
shown in Figure 8. While OS, RR, BO, and LO have
constant energy consumption, CStream and CS achieve more
on energy saving under a larger Lset, and generate a lower
latency scheduling plan under a smaller Lset. However,
the coarse-grained way of CS leads to 1) higher energy
consumption at each Lset when comparing with CStream and
2) underutilization of ‘little cores’ and failure of meeting the
tight settings (i.e., smaller) of Lset.

Varying Batch Size (B). We study the energy consumption
under different sizes of batch (i.e., B) in Figure 9. We observe
that the energy consumption remains nearly stable when there
is a large enough batching of data (i.e., B > 103byte). A
small batch size may increase energy consumption slightly due
to the constant system overheads such as context switching

and OS system calls [73]. In general, energy consumption is
determined ηi

ζi
proportion (Equation 4) of each task ti, and

both ηi (instructions per unit time) and ζi (instructions per unit
energy) are determined by the task’s operational intensity (κi).
CStream can select the minimal value of ηi

ζi
for each task to

minimize energy consumption, by utilizing 1) the fine-grained
decomposed operational intensity (κi) when compared with
CS, and 2) the asymmetry-aware scheduling when comparing
with OS, RR, LO and BO.

2) Data Statistic Properties: We tune the data statistic
properties including vocabulary duplication, symbol
duplication, and dynamic range. Specifically, we use
the synthetic dataset Micro to study their impacts.

Vocabulary Duplication. We first conduct lz4-Micro
procedure under varying vocabulary duplication. The lz4 is
most sensitive to vocabulary duplication, and operational
intensity (κi) of lz4 tasks changes differently with vocabulary
duplication due to their different functions. For instance, the κi

of tasks conducting state update (s2 in Algorithm 2) decreases
with increasing vocabulary duplication, as the hash table of
state can be updated less. However, the κi of tasks conducting
state-based encoding (s3 in Algorithm 2) will increase, as lz4
is more likely to conduct ‘backward searching’ for expanding
match [55]. In Figure 10, we vary the vocabulary duplication
from low to high and have two observations. First, CStream
is able to decompose the lz4 procedure and select the best
scheduling plan of tasks no matter how vocabulary duplication
changes. Second, each mechanism has its highest energy
consumption when duplication is moderate, this is because
the aforementioned different tendencies are reconciled under
moderate duplication and lead to total maximum energy
consumption.

Symbol Duplication. We next conduct the tdic32-Micro
procedure while varying the duplication of the 32-bit symbol.
The tdic32 is most sensitive to symbol duplication, and the
operational intensity (κi) of most tdic32 tasks decreases with
the increasing symbol duplication. While tasks conducting s0
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and s1 remain nearly the same, higher symbol duplication
leads to 1) less state update for tasks conducting s2 and 2)
shorter average encoding and writing for tasks about s3 and
s4. The results of parallelizing tdic32 are shown in Figure 11.
We can see that LO has an increasing energy consumption
with increasing symbol duplication. This is because when
symbol duplication increases, more tdic32 tasks have their
operational intensity κi dropped to the 30 ∼ 70 region, which
suffers from the in-order stall in L1-I cache as depicted in
Figure 3. In contrast, BO becomes more energy efficient with
increasing symbol duplication as ‘big cores’ are out-of-order.
CStream, OS, CS, and RR utilize both big and little cores,
and their different utilization on the asymmetric multicores
leads to different energy consumption at changing symbol
duplication. Nevertheless, CStream is always able to achieve
the least energy consumption, which reaffirms its superiority
compared to competing mechanisms.

Dynamic Range. Finally, the results of tcomp32-Micro
procedure under the varying dynamic ranges of the 32-
bit symbol, are shown in Figure 12. The tcomp32 is most
sensitive to dynamic range, as increasing dynamic range makes
its arithmetic computation in s1 and writing output data
in s2 more costly. Therefore, operational intensity (κi) and
compressing latency (li) of most tasks ti in the procedure are
increased, resulting in a higher energy consumption according
to Equations 4. CStream always outperforms others, but its
energy saving becomes less significant when the dynamic
range is high, as there is less room for optimization.

C. System Configuration Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the system sensitivity by tuning
core frequency statically and dynamically. The tcomp32-Rovio
procedure is used as an illustration example.

Static Frequency Regulation. We vary core frequency
statically and evaluate how it affects the measured compressing
energy consumption (Emes).

TABLE III: Model correctness under optimal scheduling plans.

Estimation object variable
method lz4 tcomp32 tdic32

Compressing Latency
Lest(µs/byte) 25.5 23.2 23.3
Lpro(µs/byte) 23.6 21.7 25.3
relative errorL 0.08 0.07 0.08

Energy Consumption
Eest(µJ/byte) 0.47 0.43 0.44
Epro(µJ/byte) 0.42 0.40 0.48
relative errorE 0.14 0.08 0.09

The results are shown in Figure 13. Obviously, the CStream
outperforms other mechanisms under varying frequency
settings. It is also worth noting that low frequency doesn’t
imply lower energy consumption. Although lower frequency
results in low power (i.e., measured in Watts), their increased
latency in stream compression may lead to even higher energy
consumption, especially when tasks run on ‘little cores’.

Dynamic Frequency Regulation. We also consider
dynamically regulating the frequency by using the DVFS [76],
[77], [78]. we report how each of the six mechanisms
cooperates with different DVFS strategies in Figure 14. We use
the “default” strategy for comparison by fixing each core at
its highest frequency. The “conservative” and “on-demand” are
two DVFS methods trying to reduce energy consumption by
frequency reconfiguration on the fly, and their major difference
is that the “conservative” strategy changes frequency less when
compared with “on-demand”.

We have three observations here. First, CStream always
achieves the least energy consumption and least compressing
latency constraint, regardless of using what kind of DVFS
strategy. Second, the conservative” strategy can further reduce
energy consumption for all mechanisms compared with
their default conditions. However, the compressing latency
constraint violation for all mechanisms is increased by using
such a strategy. This is because the “conservative” DVFS
only offers relative coarse-grained guarantee of meeting
the compressing latency constraints. Specifically, there is
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uncertain extra overhead in dynamic frequency regulation,
leading to more compressing latency constraint violations.
Third, the “on-demand” strategy leads to no improvement
but more compressing latency constraint violation and energy
consumption. This is because it changes the frequency too
often and involves much extra overhead in the frequency
switching.

D. Break-down Analysis

Since CStream incorporates fine-grained decomposition and
asymmetry-ware (i.e., both computation and communication)
task scheduling as two key contributions, we conduct a break-
down analysis to study their impacts respectively. We use
tcomp32-Rovio procedure as the illustration example, and the
following break-down factors will be studied.
• simple refers to following a symmetric-multicore-aware

parallel data compression [79], which only exploits data
parallelism. Specifically, the whole procedure is treated as
a task tall. When a single tall fails to meet the compressing
latency constraint, it is replicated into multiple equivalent
tasks (each one is denoted as a tre).

• +decom. adds the fine-grained decomposition on stream
compression and enables the basic exposition of task-
core affinity as discussed in Section IV. Specifically,
the procedure is decomposed into two tasks namely t0
(conducting s0 and s1 in Algorithm 1) and t1 (conducting
s2 in Algorithm 1). Both t0 and t1 will be randomly
scheduled to asymmetric multicores.

• +asy-comp. adds the asymmetric-computation-awareness
to schedule t0 and t1, including all modeling in
Section V-B but ignoring the asymmetric communication

TABLE IV: Comparison among decomposed tasks

Task operational
intensity κ

compressing latency
l (µs/byte)

energy consumption
e (µJ/byte)

big
core

little
core

big
core

little
core

t0 320 15.0 32.6 0.29 0.27
t1 102 13.5 21.7 0.32 0.10
tall 220 28.3 53.2 0.59 0.34
tre×2 220 15.0 27.1 0.75 0.51

effects. Specifically, the unit communication latency
Lcomm
ji′ ,ji

and Lcomm
ji,ji′

in Equation 7 are treated the same
for any core ji′ and ji that non-equal.

• +asy-comm. adds the consideration of asymmetric
communication to schedule t0 and t1, and is the fully
functional CStream as introduced in Section III.

Impacts of Fine-grained Decomposition. By comparing
+decom. with simple, we found that the fine-grained
decomposition provides opportunities for better utilization of
both big cores and little cores, which can reduce energy
consumption a lot. To further comprehend the effects of
decomposition, we compare the operational intensity (κ),
compressing latency (l), and energy consumption (e) of the
decomposed tasks t0/t1 , single thread all procedure (tall), and
the replicated version of tall (i.e., tre×2) in Table IV. There
are three takeaways. First, t0 is better to be scheduled to ‘big
cores’ than other tasks due to its highest operational intensity.
Specifically, it can reduce 53% compressing latency when
scheduled to a ‘big core’ instead of a ‘little core’, with only 8%
increased energy consumption. Second, tall and tre × 2 lead
to much underutilization of asymmetric multicores, as they
simply reconcile the operational intensity of t0 (i.e., 340) and
t1 (i.e., 102) to a medium value 220, ignoring the fact that they
have large difference and should be treated differently. Third,
only applying +decom. is far from optimal. Specifically, both
t0 and t1 should be scheduled to the “right place” (i.e., big
core and little core respectively as shown in table) in achieving
energy saving or compressing latency reduction, but +decomp.
schedules them randomly to asymmetric multicores.

Impacts of Asymmetry-aware Scheduling. The
asymmetry-aware scheduling includes the awareness of both
asymmetric computation and asymmetric communication,



and we can observe their impacts respectively from +asy-
comp. and +asy-comm. First, +asy-comp. adds asymmetric
computation awareness to guide the scheduling of fine-
grained tasks t0 and t1. It can always correctly determine
the varying task-core affinity among them according to their
different operational intensity (Table IV), which reduces
energy consumption. Nevertheless, due to the ignorance
of asymmetric communication effects, it is too aggressive
for energy saving and violates the latency constraint (Lset)
frequently. Second, CStream further adds asymmetric
communication awareness (i.e., +asy-comm.) compared to
+asy-comp. It can model and plan well before executing t0
and t1, and thus prevent the compressing latency constraint
violation while ensuring the least energy consumption.

As asymmetry-aware scheduling is guided by the cost
model, we evaluate its correctness here. We show the relative
error rate associated with estimated compressing latency (Lest)
or energy consumption (Eest) per procedure by our model.
Specifically, we define relative errorL =

|Lpro−Lest|
Lpro

and

relative errorE =
|Epro−Eest|

Epro
, where Lpro and Epro are

the measured compressing latency and energy consumption
of the tested procedure, respectively. Table III shows the
model accuracy of all evaluated algorithms under their
optimal scheduling plans in compressing Rovio. Overall, our
estimation approximates the measurement well for the Lest

and Eest of all three algorithms. It is therefore able to
determine the optimal scheduling plan as shown previously.
The inaccuracy is mainly caused by the difficulty in accurately
estimating the unit overhead of communication (Lcomm

j′,j ) on
the fly, as it is affected by multiple factors such as memory
access patterns and hardware prefetcher units.

VIII. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the related work and reveal the
limitations that motivate this work.

Parallel Data Compression. A lot of compression
algorithms have been proposed since 1950s [80], focusing on
improving the theoretical compressibility [16] and reducing
compressing complexity [18], [19]. On the FPGA, Milward
et al. [81] implemented a novel dictionary-based parallel
compression implementation, Sano et al. [82] achieved float-
point data compression, Tian et al. [83] proposed parallel
compression for scientifical data, and Bark et al. [22]
parallelized the lz4 algorithm. On the GPU, the parallelization
of several LZ algorithms [38] have been conducted such
as [84] and [85], and Huang et al. [86] have also
parallelized trajectory-specific compression algorithms. Due
to the significant difference in hardware architectures, it
is unclear how can those works be applied to parallel
compression on asymmetric multicores. Researchers have
also utilized the Symmetric Multicore Processors (SMPs) for
parallel compression: to compress the float-point data [87]
and to drill the inner parallelism (in a SIMD-like manner)
of LZ77 [88]. Recently, Knorr et al. [89] achieved high
throughput of large volumes of scientific data scaling up to
24 threads, and Dua et al. [90] compressed the hyperspectral

images on a supercomputer with a hyper-cube structure.
Our work differs significantly from existing works in three
aspects: 1) hardware architecture (i.e., we focus on asymmetric
multicores), 2) compression algorithms ( i.e., we conduct data
stream compression), and 3) performance metrics (i.e., we
consider both compressing latency constraint violation and
energy consumption).

Efficient Utilization of asymmetric multicores.
The approaches to effectively manage the asymmetric
multicores include modeling [24] and predicting [25] of
performance/energy, CPI stack [36] and DVFS-calibrated
scheduling [78], [91], [26]. The performance/energy model
has been merged into the popular mainline Linux from
version 5.0 onwards as the Energy Aware Scheduling
(EAS) [92]. Yu et al. [35] recently proposed a collaborative
OS scheduler addressing comprehensive multiple optimization
objects on asymmetric multicores. However, these models
treat the software running on asymmetric multicores as
a black box due to the isolation by OS and system-level
statistics, which overlooks many optimization opportunities
as demonstrated in our experiments. There are also a few
existing user-space research projects working on energy or
latency optimization on asymmetric multicores, including
virtual machine [31], web browser [33], game governor [93]
and artificial intelligence framework [32]. However, all of
them focus on scheduling the whole workload, which is
relatively coarse-grained. For instance, Wang et al. [32]
optimized the matrix operation tasks which are entirely
computation intensive. In contrast, we exploit the fine-grained
behavior (i.e., the different operational intensity among steps,
Section III-A) of stream compression procedures.

IX. CONCLUSION

This paper introduced CStream, a novel framework to
parallelize stream compression on asymmetric multicores.
CStream’s superiority is gained by both fine-grained
decomposition and asymmetry-aware scheduling strategy. We
have experimentally demonstrated that CStream achieves
the following desired properties: 1) when the compressing
latency constraint (Lset) set by the user is relatively loose,
it can achieve the least energy consumption; and 2) when
encountering a tight Lset, its latency constraint violation is
always minimized. In the future, we plan to further exploit
CStream on more stream compression algorithms and on
other hardware architectures such as Intel Agilex and Nvidia
Jetson to achieve energy-efficient and low latency stream
compression for a wide range of IoT applications.
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